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K>RE ON NASALS AND NASALIZATION IN KWA1
Kay Williamson
Department of Linguistics and Nigerian Languages
University of Ibadan, Nigeria

O.

Introduction
Hyman

[1972) makes a number of interesting and sometimes provoca-

tive proposals about the origin of nasalized vowels in Kwa languages.
His basic proposition, that nasalized vowels in Kwa frequently result
from earlier CNV<:CVNV, I consider to be correct, and I shall present
fUrther evidence in support of it in section 2 below.
This proposal is, however, entangled with another which I believe
This is that [a) and [0), and to a lesser

to be basically incorrect.
extent [e) and

[=», are so uncommon in Kwa languages that it is

necessary to suppose special restrictions on the shape of Proto-Kwa
morphemes in order to account for their absence.

He makes, very

tentatively, the specific proposal that Kwa stems of the shape CV1 CV2
had only Ii a ul in V2 position, and that these vowels are likely
to have been suffixes.

I shall present evidence that this hypothesis

is unnecessary.
1.
1.1.

Possible origins for nasalized vowels
Hyman discusses two possible sources for

reV]:

CVN and CNV.

of his arguments for considering CVN an unusual source for Kwa
that alternations between CVN and CV have not been recorded.

eV

One
is

It should

be noted, however, that Florence Dolphyne [1972] has reported alternations between CVNC and
dane
bone

dare

CV

in the Brong dialect of Akan:

- da

'to turn over; house'

- bo (?[b5])

'to smell'

II am grateful to several of my colleagues who read the tirst draft
of this paper and commented on it, especially Carl Hottmann, Ben Elugbe,
and Mona Lindau.
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(Note tbat the last example show an Akan dialect developillg a mid nasalized vowel.)
Another example ot a tinal nasal (this time syllabic) alternating
with nasalized vowels is reported by R. G. Armstrong [personal colllllWlication] from the Agila dialect ot Idoma:
'There is no room' (where ~ is a
negative marker)
Another rather marginal example is tound in SE !Jq. The neuter
definite suffix -ml found in Nembe (and reconstructable to Proto-!Jq)
is reduced to nasalization of the preceding vowel in Akassa:
Nambe

~ru
~r~(

Akassa

_

~rM

~ru

~rt\

'canoe'
'the canoe'
'canoe'
'the canoe'

1.2. A third possible source for nasalized vovels is by 1088 ot a
nasal between two vowels which were originally non-signiticantly
2
nasalized. This process can be shown in IJp with [Q]:
[~QgrJ

'run'
[rJQgl]

[yiQfl

[b~Qf]. [bM]

[yM]

[631]

'mother'
HE +JQ:
:fzqn:

NEe

Olaika
Kolokuma
East Tarakiri

Mein
!Jq: Biseni

[vi]

[b~t]

[Jld-]

[nl]

Observe how this sequence show the reduction of [Qg] to [Q]. the
nasalization of vowels adjacent to [Q]. and the loss ot intervocalic
[ I)]. which is tollowed in some dialects by contraction of the vowel
sequence to a single vowel.
An example of the loss ot intervocalic
tJq.

2

-m-

is tound in NEe

Compare the tollowing torms:

!J9 is here treated as the group name for a group ot tour closely
related languages:
North-Eastern IJq: a dialect cluster comprising the Kala~ar~.
Okrika. t9an! and Nkqrq dialects.
South-Eastern IJo: Nembe and Akassa 41alects.
North-East-Cenir&l IJo: Biseni and Okordia dialects
;Z9n (General ;J~):'ail other ~J~ dialects.
•
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'hair'

'pound'

Okordia

r.' .6
[aumu]

.l J.

Biseni

[zu]

J.

'hit'

'know'

.l J.

[n6m6)
[n36]

[tomu]

[famu]

[t~]

[f~]

The first two Biseni forms could result from a process Cm) ciiN

) cV.

But the vowel in the third example is obviously the result of a contraction of the two vowels which must have followed the loss of the nasal:

[f~mfT]

> -[f~f,] > [f5]

Similarly, the fourth example must result from earlier
Okrika [n~mi).

, ,

-[nomu] (cf.

A similar process is hypothesized for two Niger Delta languages
which show sequences of nasalized vowels but no single nasalized vowels
(except for a few loanwords and interjections).

These are Degema

(a Delta ¥o language) and \>gbia (a Benue-Congo language of the DeltaCross sub-branch of Cross River). In such cases the second vowel of
the sequence is always high (close). E.g. Degema '_lt~J. 'tree',
' Ep
i e l\t~aa~
p1 • ,-It-a'~ 'fire ' , compare E.g~n~ ~Lt~l'
a
tree, f i
re,
'tree, fire'.

It is suggested that the stem of this word vas originally

--tal) •
2.

Further evidence for CNV

2.1. I am in complete agreement with Hyman that CNV is both a plausible
and a cODllllOn source for Kwa CV. To his discussion of Lower Niger languages
I would like to add the folioving points.
(a) One reason for adopting the orthographic convention CNV for
these languages (see Williamson [1970, 1972]) is precisely because they
do have nasal plosion; e.g.

Ogbah and Ikwerre

dnA

[dN~] 'fall'.

Nasal

plosion is also reported for lka (Elugbe [1969]).
(b)

Hyman

impossible.

claims that a nasally released implosive is phonetically

I can only report that the sounds written

kp, gb

in

Ogbah and Ikverre are, as far as I can determine, velarized bilabial
implosives (which I write phonetically as

lpr), [i) and that they have

nasal releases parallel to those of the other stops.
following forms in a number of Ikwerre dialects:

Thus we have the

ll8

'road'

'jaw'

Ndele

clkpncl

clgbncl

Em<?whya
Chobaa

cl kpncl

clgbncl

clkpncl

dbncl

~gbakiri

clkpncl

9b~<?

clpncl

clbncl
clbcl

[dt~]

Observe the simplification (loss of implosion) that takes place in
9b~<?

for both voiceless and voiced. and in Chobaa and C]gbakiri
for the voiced stop. On the other hand. Ikpnl and Igbnl must clearly
be reconstructed to Proto-Lower Niger to account for the cases where
Northern Igbo

kp.

gb

correspond to Central Igbo

as Hyman points out, result from *pn.
'to drag, lead'
Oni tsha

!Iph~
(cf. Ikwerre (Qgbakiri)

9n¥fi¥

bh

(which.

*bn):

'jaw'
clgba

rI kp~

ph.

< *clgbnil
<

clbhcl

*clbncl

< *clgbncl

kpn~)

It is thus clear that although nasally released implosives are difficult and liable to simplification they are not impossible.
In this connection it should be noted that phonetic sequences of
implosive plus nasalized v.owel (though not with nasal plosion) occur in
~J~; thus the forms for

[b~~g~].

'run' cited in 1.1 above are derived form .bclng~

Ibl

In NE and SE !j9

is assimilated to

under these circumstances, as Hyman suggests.
most dialects simply lose the implosion.
like Boma in the following examples:

Iml

and

/dl

'waves'

'pull'

*Send r

*od'l~ngo

*cf6nt~

NE IJ9: Okrika

[me~g r]

[numi]

SE !Jg: Nembe

[mTndf]

(not cognate)
[5nijl)g:S ]

tZ9n: Boma

[£lenn

[o~w5]

[~n~]

[b~ni ]

[odd5 ]

[duni! ]

Kolokuma

, ,

Inl

A very few. however. keep it.

'water'

,

to

On the other hand. in !zqn

, ,

[n~n~)

, ,

It is thus possible, though rare, to have sequences of implosive plus
nasalized vowel in

~J~.
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We shall now consider whether in ~j~ [eV] can be better derived

2.2.

from CVN or CNV.

Syncbronic&lly. there is good reason to relate [CV]

to CVN. for syllables ot the type VN. CVN are common.
which follow are from

~z~n

(Kolokuma):

[tndl : ]

'fish'

[~nd~ ]

'to wrestle'

[otc3mgb616]

'mosquito'
, jug'

,

[ lzol)gO]

The examples

It will be observed that VN, CVN syllables occur only when immediately
preceding a stop.

(The nasalization on the V preceding the N is slight

and is a result of assimilation.)

On the other hand, heavily nasalized

vowels [V) occur either preceding a continuant or finally:
[s~ IlS: ]

[~f~f~ ]
,

.C\

[ovlivu: ]

,

[tli ]

'gills'
'type of tree'
'dragonfly'
'hat; to sing'

There is thus complementary distribution between VN (only preceding
stops) and

V (elsewhere),

and both can be considered realizations of

an underlying sequence VN. The second set of words can therefore be
written phonemically with VN, a convention which coincides conveniently
with the traditional orthography:
Isanlo6/

'gills'

laf~nf~nl

'type of tree'
'dragonfly'
'hat; to sing'

lovGnvGunl
It6nl

This solution seemed to me quite satisfactory until I considered
Hyman's hypothesis that [CV] might rather result trom CNV than from CVN.
At this point the distribution of
cance.

Vand

VN in tj~ took on a new signifi-

Accepting the analysis suggested above means that the syllable

structure of ~j~ can be described as (C)V(N).

There are. however.

various restrictions on the co-occurrence ot different syllable types
within the word which at first appear arbitrary.
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1.

It is not normally possible (there are a f'ev III&l"ginal exceptions)

to have an N element in more than one syllable in the word, except in
reduplications.
2.

It has already been observed that [VB], [CVN] occur only

preceding stops, vhile [V], [cV] occur elsewhere.

The normally

occurring word shapes, however, show a rather more elaborate set
of restrictions.

In the generalized phonetic formulas in Table 1,

P = any stoP. F .. any continuant, C = ~ consonant, N .. homorganiC
nasal. 11 = heavily nasalized vowel, V = a vovel Yhich is either oral
or nasalized only by contact with the f'ollowing Dasal.
Table 1
The occurrence of' some word types in ~J<?
(Normal types are unstarred; non-existent or rare types are starred.)

A.
B.

VN-PV
CVN-PV
CVN-PV-CV
V-CVN-PV

C.

D.

*VN-FV
*CVN-FY
*CVN-FV-CV
*V-CVN-FV

PV
*V-PV
*CV-PV
*CV-PV-CV
*V-CV-PV
FV
V-FV
CV-FV
CV-FV-FV
V-CV-FV

- -

Table 1 can be SUJIIIII8.l"ized by the observation that sequences

VPV

(vi th

or without a preceding consonant) do not occur; instead, VNPV occurs.
There is no general restriction on the occurrence of' nasalized vovels
after stops, because pV occurs in isolation; nor is there a general
restriction on the occurrence of nasalized vovels after vovel + consonant,

-

since VFV occurs.
It is suggested that VNPV results from an earlier stage *VPIV by
metathesis of' the stop and nasal. provided that a vovel precedes.
thesis of continuant and nasal does not take place.
assume the following:

*VPNV
*VFNV

> VNPV
> VFV-

Meta-

We mBf therefore
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The earlier stages may be collapsed as .VClfV, and the earlier stages of
the vord types treated in Table 1 vill be assumed to be as in Table 2.
Table 2
Assumed earlier forms of some
A, C

CRY

B. D

V-CNV

;j~

word types

CV-CNV
CV-CNV-CV
V-CV-CNV
Observe that none of the restrictions earlier noted exist at this
earlier hypothetical stage.
Various other scattered pieces of evidence can be cited to support
the proposal that stop-nasal metathesis has taken place in Ijo:
~
1. There is free variation in Kolokuma betveen [=>I)!1'] and

,..

[,,]
=>9u

'lime' •
2.

So far, the impression has been given that all

have VNPV and none have VPV.
has no -NP- sequences except

!j~

dialects

The Okordia dialect of NEC !j~, hovever,
-mb-. Corresponding to the -NP- sequences

of other dialects it normally has either -P- or -PV (the conditioning
factors for one or the other are not yet clear). Thus ve have the
following cases vi th VPV:
Okordia

corresponding to normal

c\gba

Jgbo

'cheek'
'bone'

[ lr)mg~6]

'do

'breast'

[tnd6 ]

tzT

'fish'

[ Tndt]

,

,"

(d )

z

before

[~6mgsa]

,

/1/ regularly)

Until recently Proto-~j~ forms have been reconstructed as in the
second column, and the Okordia forms vere regarded as resulting from
a metathesis the other way round (VNPV )

vri).

In the light Of the

other evidence, it now appears that Okordia is rather preserving,
partially, an older situation. and that
wi th VPNV rather than VNPV.

Proto-~j~

must be reconstructed
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3. Tvo !J<? words which are certainly related to and probably borrowed
trom Lower Niger show VNPV corresponding to Lover Niger VPNV:
Lover Niger

/~gbn~/

[~t~]

'Jaw, cheek'

(but cf. Okordia [~gb~])
/~dno/ [~d~]
'yellow'

4. A number of !J<? words can be tentatively related to words in
other Niger-Congo languages if it is assumed that present~ !J<?
VNCV < *VCNV < **VCVNV. Examples are:
(a)

(b)
(c)

(d)

!Jq tndt 'fish' < *ldNI < **ldVNI
Cf. in the Edo languages forms like Iyayu
~g,n, ~-s~nr (pl.
i-); cf. also ADdoni

tStan t, Epie and
frt~.

JJ9 tmb6 'navel' < *'bnu < **'bVNu
Cf. Eleme (Ogon1 group) opu
!Jq *6~ndt 'water' **6edni ***6edVnl
Cf. Onitsha Igbo m-mf1lf, where 1 < *ai cf. also ProtoJukun01d *mbyed 'water' (Shimizu [1971])
!Jq p~mb~ 'wing' < *pabNa < "pabVNa
Cf. Proto-Benue-Congo *_baba~, -paba~ 'wing'
(De Wolt, 1971).

2.3.

Hyman suggests (pp. 177-78, footnote 8) that a parallel process

of metathesis may be postulated to explain the development of nasalization to aspiration or breathy voice in Southern Igbo.

He posits the

following process:
(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

> v-Ncfv2 >

(~)

v-chv2

He claims that in stage (d) the consonant becomes aspirated or breathy
voiced because "the preceding nasal creates a strengthening environment"
and that "if stage (d) is not postulated, then it is not clear how or
why nasally released stops should develop into aspirated and breathy
voiced stops."

A dialect of Igbo has been reported, however, which

clearly shows an intermediate stage in which stops are followed by
"aspiration" co-occurring with nasalization of the following vowel; in
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this dialect there is no nasal preceding the stop (Orlu, as reported
by Armstrong [1967] and confirmed by personal observation).

This

suggestion must therefore be rejected.
B. O. Elugbe [personal communication] suggests an alternative
prooess; that devoicing set in on the nasal segment at stage (b)
yielding aspiration (i.e. a period of voicelessness rolloYing a stop)
in the case of a voiceless stop, and breathy voice (phonetically
intermediate betyeen voicing and voicelessness) in the case of voiced
stop.

What still requires explanation, hoyever, is Yhy devoicing

should develop in such an environment.
C. Hoffmann [personal communication] points out the parallel in
SYahili. yhere in Class 9 Proto-Bantu N- is replaced by aspiration of the
initial consonant of the stem if it is a voiceless stop.
a process as folloys:

He assumes

»PNV
.. » phy
He further points out "the existence in Kyibaku (Chibbuk, Cibak), a
Chadic language, of the prenasalized consonants

TP,

Qt,

Qk Yhere

the completely devoiced nasal onset sounds as if someone is heavily
breathing through the nose."
2.4.

There is evidence of stop-nasal metathesis, such as that assumed

here for Ijq, in at least one other KYa language of Nigeria.

This is

a language whose various dialects have no common name; for convenience,
I have been referring to it as the Northern Akoko cluster.

Most of its

dialects are spoken in KYara State, in the village of Ayere.
E. M. Fresco regards this language as belonging to the same
group as Yoruba [personal communication].

It is therefore reasonable

to make comparisons betyeen it and Yoruba.
the dialects of Ahan (near Omuo) and urd.

Examples are given here from
The Ahan material vas

collected by Mr. E. A. Babal<?la, a student Yho had done one year of
linguistics; the Uro data is from an orthographic list completed by
Mr. D. E. Adu, a former student at the University of Ibadan.

Yoruba forms are from Fresco [1970].

The

Mid tone is unmarked in both Ahan

and Yoruba; the urd data is not tone marked.
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COJlllllOn Yoruba

Qba Yoruba

AhaD

Uro

'one'

al)ka

kenka

'five'

int6

int9

'twenty'

61)g6

(ugbc?r'C? )

.,
ogu

'thirty'

ol)gbc\

9 ngba

ogb5

ogbo

'tree'

Il)gu

Igl

'ear'

~ndr

C?ng<?
(uto)

Ig1

etf

etf

'ashes'

end6nd6n

ondo

e~rG

e~r~

c\r~ • tr~

c\ru

. .

,

(Int)

dk5,

l

ogu

•

"

In these examples it can be cl.earl.y seen that sequences of consonant
pl.us nasal.ized vowel. in Yoruba correspond to sequences of nasal. pl.us
stop pl.us oral. vowel. in AhaD and Urd.

The easiest w&;y' to accoUDt for both

l.anguages is to assume that the original. shape for these forma (except
'ashes', which is redupl.icated) was VCNV.
modern VCV (sometimes

> VCV),

From this Yoruba devel.ops

whil.e Ahan and Uro undergo a metathesis l.ilte

that al.ready described for !,19.

There is thus comparative evidence in

favor of original. VCNV for Yoruba (cf. the discussion in Hyman [l.972]).
Original. VCVN, as posited by Stahl.ke [l.97l.], voul.d be much l.ess l.1ltel.y
in that the metathesis voul.d have to be over two segments instead. of one.
2.5.

Another piece of evidence for CBV rather than CVN as the source

of nasal.ized vowel.s comes from the restriction noted for Yoruba that
nasal.ized vowel.s do not occur in initial. position in VCV noUDs (BaJlgboVe
[l.966]).

It is lIlY impression that this restriction is widespread. among
If the earl.ier or underl.y1ng syllabl.e structure of

Kva l.a.nguages.

Yoruba were (C)V(R) then it is a strange restriction that VI can occur
onl.y after C.
is of course

If, on the other hand,
DO

eN

resul.ts from CNV

< CVNV

there

possibll.ity of a nasal.ized vowel. occurring in a prefix,

which consists onl.y of V; the N el.ement which produces nasal.ization
can occur onl.y after C.
3.
3.l..

Occurrence of
I shoul.d

leI, 10/, Ill. 151

DOW

in Kva

l.1ke to present evidence on the occurrence of nasal.ized

vowel.s within Kwa (Tabl.e 3).

The majority of the l.anguages cited come from
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Nigeria. but those presented from further west show the same kind of
patterns.

No attempt has been made to be particularly representative;

languages which were easily accessible to me have been taken.
Table 3
Vowel inventories of some Kwa languages
(Under "System" the number ot: oral vowels is given to the left of the colon,
the number of nasalized vowels to the right.)
Group and language
(dialect names after

Vowel inventory

System

Source

9:1

Innes [1961]

9:6

Heine [1968]

1:4

Hortmann [1911]

8:8

Heine [1968]

1:5

Heine [1968]

8:1

Heine [1968]

8:8

Heine [1968]

7:7

Heine [1968]

7:7

Heine [1968]

semicolon)
Group 1 - Kru group
Grebo

I lee a

0

-I l a 3
T

0

u

U

uU

Group 2 - Togo
remnant group
Basila; Giseda

I 1

e e

T

e ea
e e

Lelemi

Te

Logba
Adele
Likpe

I

e e

ea5

T

U

U

eeaa5
e e

(5

a 0 0 U

e e e a 0
a5
i e £
e e e a o

Santrokofi
Akpafu-Lolobi;
Akpafu

e a 0 0 U

eeaa5

i

0 U

(5

e e a 0
Te £ a5

(5

(5

U

U

0 U

(5

U

0 U

a 0 0 U

eea5

U

u

i

T

(5

a 0 0 U

a

e e

Lelemi; Tetemang

e a 000 U

U
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GrouE and language

Vowel

e £ a

Avatime
T
~yangbo-Tatii

Nyangbo
Bowili

e

l

0 0 U

T

e £ a

Kebu

5 0 ii
e £ a a 0 0

0 0 U

GrauE 3
Ewe

Heine [1968]

7:7

Heine [1968]

7:7

Heine [1968]

7:3

Heine [1968]

U

8:8

Heine [1968]

0 0 U

8:7

Heine [l968]

7:5

Ansre [1961]

7:5

Yal [l969]

lo:6

Schachter and

7:5

Fromkin [1968]
Vogler as cited

e E a=>(5 U
e £ a

0 0 U

E a ;;

T

e £ a

Fan

7:7

e E a a ;; 0 U
e £ a a

i

Heine [1968]

e E a ;; 0 U

Kposa

Animere

7:7

eea50u

I e £ a 0 0 U

i

Source

e £ a ;; 0 U

I e £ a 0 0 U

T

Slstem

a ;; 0 U

I e £ a 0 0 U

T
Ahlo

invento~

0 0 U

E a ;;

i

jj

U

GrouE 4 - VoltaComoe
Akan

I I e£aaoouu
~

aa

~

I I

Baoul~

I ]: e a 0

U

a -U

i 1

GonJa

if
U

i e £ a 0 0 U

by Hyman [1972j

7(+2) :0

Painter [1970]

7:5

Opubor 1n Dunstan

(r. or)
GroU}) 5
Itsekiri

I e £ a 0 a U

i

E

a =>

jj

[1969]
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Group and language
Yoruba;
( a) K~tu
(b) ik!u~
(c) Ondo
Yoruba;
(a) Standard
(b) Ijt;bu
Yoruba;
, , ,
(a) Ije~a
(b) Owe
(c) Isanlu
(Yagba)
Yoruba;
( a) Ife
(b) Esie/Oro
(Igbomina)
I gala

Vowel inventory

System

Source

I e e a :> 0 U

7:5

(a) Adeliyi [1972]
(b) I~~la [1969]
(c) F91arin [1967]

7:4

Ca) Bamgbo~e [1966]
(b) Adeniran, K. [1968]

T

T

e

5

e e a

i:i

i:i

:> 0 U

5

i

7:3

(a) Jeje [1972]
(b) Adeniran, W. [1971]
(c) J<;>da [1971]

7:3

( a) Ogunll'ina [1972]
(b) Adeoye [1971]

7:0

Armstrong [1965]

i:i

e e a

:> 0 U

a

u

e e a

0 0 U

T

Ieeaoouu

7:0
(a) Scholz [1972]
(b) Adigun [1970]

GrouI! 7 - Confluence
group (I. George);
Niger-Kaduna group
(Larry Hyman)
Nupe

5:3

Smith in Dunstan [1969]

5:0

Hyman and Magaj i [1970]

:> 0 U

1:0

Laver [1969]

I e e a :> 0 U

7:5

Ogieriaikbi [1966]

e a
T

0 U

a u
e a

Gwari
GrouE 6 - 100 EouE
Northern 100 EouE
Etsako; Aviele

a5

I e e a :> 0 U

GrouI! 6
Ebira (Igbirra) ;
(a) Standard
(b) Igara (Et~<;»

Central Edo
Bini (~oo)

£

0 U

lee a

sro~

T

£

a5

u
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Group and language

Vowel inventory

Esan (lsban)

eta 0 0 U

E

i

a5

System

Source

7:5

Akpamu [1971]

9:0

Maf'eni in

u

Southern Edo grOUP
Isoko

let a

0 0

u

U

Dunstan [1969]
Urhobo;
(a) Uvvie
(b) Agbon

eta
i

0

eEa5

0

7:7

U

(5 U

(a) Umukoro

[1968]

(b) Kelly in

Dunstan [1968] 3
Delta Edo group
Epie

I Jet a 0 0 u U

i 1
1j:g~n~

1 eta a 0 0

(Engenni)

9:9

e E a 5 (5 u U

Thomas and

Williamson [1967]
U

10:0

Thomas and

Williamson [1967]
Degema

1 eta a 0 0 u U

Thomas and

Williamson [1967]4
Group 9 - Lower Niger
group
Ietaoouu

Izi

i

9:0

Bendor-Samuel and

letaoouu

9:0

Meier [1967]
Williamson [1968]5

leaoouu

8:7

Elugbe [1969]6

i

ea

(5

uU

3Kelly's treatment is prosodic; I have re-interpreted it as a phonemic one.

4As noted in 1.1, Degema has sequences of nasalized vowels although there
are no single nasalized vowels.
5possibly Ukwuani could be reanalysed with only eight vowels, with a
distribution slmiiar·to that reported for Ika by Elugbe [1969].
.

6lka is analyzed by Elugbe with oral v~els in contrast with nasalized
ones; ·it could equally well be treated with ICnVI structures resulting in
As noted below, 101 is [5].

rev].
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Group and languase

Vowel inventory

System

IIeaoouu

8:0

Source

Igbo;
(a)

9n~ca

(b) 9ka (Awka)
Igbo;

(a) Emenanj9 [1971]
(b) Enem [1969]

...

( a) ofiuiiu

I

e a

0 0

u

(a) Green and

U

TIe a (5?) 0 u U

Igve [1969]
(b) Swift, Ahagho-

(b) Ezinehite

tu and Ugorji
[1962]7
(c) Owerri

(c) Armstrong [1967
[1967]7

(d) Ql\1 (Orlu)

(d) Armstrong
[1967]7

Ogbah (~gba)

I

i

Ikwerre

~

I

e a o

0

u u

ea

OU u

:r. e a o

0

r (; a

(5 ii

U

I e e; a

0

0

u u

I lee; a

0

0 tJ

i
~p~y~

u u

8:7

010ri (ms. 7 )

8:7

Williamson [1970]7

9:0

Clark [1969]

9: (8)

Williamson in

Group 10 - IJQ group
N.E. !j9; Kala'9art

T

S.E.

~j<?;

Nembe

I

(e) E

a5uU

I

e e; a

0

T i (; E

!z9n; Kolok'l}Dl&

U

a5

lee; a

0

0

U

u
9: (9)
t1

Williamson in
Dunstan [1969]9

u

T - «(;) E a 5 (0)
1

9: (9)

u u

(0) u
0

Dunstan [1969]8

U

Williamson in
Dunstan [1969]9

7In Southern Igbo. Ogbah, and Ikwerre, nasalization is treated by all authors
as a feature of consonants, or an underlying nasal segment. rather than as a
phonological feature of vowels. Hence the nasali zed vowels given here ¥e the
result of abstracting the phonetic vowels trom. structures analysed as /ev/ or
/CnV / • Note the curious absence of [51; in the syllabary in Green and Igve
[1963] there is no instance of a nasalized syllable except fiq. a harmonizing
variant of fio '3rd singular pronoun (indirect speech)'. I have not made an
exhaustive check, but I certainly cannot easily find any other example of [5]
except after [n], which can be analyzed as /Ino/.
8
/~/ recorded in one item only.
9/ i / and /0/ only in ldeophones.
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Group and language

Vowel inventory

System

Source

7:0
7:0

Armstrong [1963]
Armstrong [1968]

10:0

Bergman [1971]
Armstrong [1964]
(tentative)

Group 11
ldoma; Central

e e: a :>

0

U

Yala; Ikom

e e: a :>

0

U

Igede

I

Etulo

3.2.

e e: a a :>

e e: a a :>
i
0
t

0

0

u U

8:3

U

(1)

Table 3 shows oral vowel systems with 10, 9. 8, 7, or 5 vowels.

I agree

with the suggestion by Stewart [1971:203-4] that the "ten-vowel system goes
back to the latest common ancestor of the Kwa languages," with ninevowel systems resulting from the loss of
the loss of lal, Ill,
found in Table 3 are:

luI.

lal

and seven-vowel systems from

Other systems are relatively uncommon; those

8 vowels:
(a) Loss of

III

and

I~I

while retaining

la/:

three cases among Togo

remnant languages.
(b) Loss of le:I by merger with leI andlor la/: the normal situation
in Lower Niger languages; there is reason to suspect that the

le:I

of Izi, VkWVanl and

~p~y~

is a reintroduction rather than

a retention.

5 vowels: only in the Confluence/Niger-Kaduna group.10

It may further

be noted that vowel harmony is normal for languages with more than
seven vowels, and that even those with seven vowels most often
(though not invariably) show a reduced form of harmony (e. g. Yoruba;
see Bamgbose [1967], Awobuluyi [1967]).*
10There is evidence that Confluence/Niger-Kaduna *Ce: and ·C:> developed into present day [CYa] and [CWa ]. and that Nupe [CYa] and [CWa] go
back to an earlier [Cl] and [Co] (Larry Hyman [personal communication]).
Hyman reconstructs these last two sequences as Proto-Niger-Kaduna *Cle:
and *CN:>.
*Editor's note: cr. Oyelaran, in this issue.
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With Stewart, then. I assume that we are

dealing with systems that show

varying degrees of reduction and re-systematizing from an original system
of ten vowels with cross-height harmony.
Turning now to nasalized vowels, we find that in a number of languages
we have the same number of vowels as with the oral set:
9:9 Epie; marginally, two ~jC? languages
8:8 three Togo Remnant languages
7:7 six Togo Remnant languages; Urhobo
All of these contain at least seven vowels and therefore have both

101 and lei. 15/.

lei.

They represent four out of our eleven groups.

The most common pattern of all is to have two nasalized vowels less
than the number of oral vowels.
9:7 Grebo
7:5 one Togo Remnant language; Ewe. Fon; Itsekiri. some Yoruba
dialects; two Central ~do languages
5:3 Nupe
Of these. all but Nupe contain

lei

and 15/, representing five of our

eleven groups (cf •• however, footnote 10).11
The remaining languages display more reduced systems. In many cases.
these are also less symmetrical. suggesting that the system is unstable
and in the process of reduction.

The clearest illustration of this is among
the Yoruba dialects. where 7:5. 7:4 and 7:3 systems can all be found. The
ultimate result is seen in Igala. where the modern dialects that have
been described have no nasalized vowels; Koelle [1854]. however, records
a dialect of Igala ~ nasalized vowels.

11It should be noted that Gwari, a language closely related to
Nupe. does not have any underlying nasalized vowels, but instead
has underlying (and phonetic) CNV sequences (Hyman and Magaji [1970]).
While the sequences aNi, and CNu and CNa are found, the sequences
eNs and Clo are not found.
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Table 4

LeLa LOL. /r.La /oL

Occurrence of
1

/e/
/01

lEI

4

in the 11 s;rouEs

8

9

10

X

X

X

(X)

X

X

X

(X)

2

3

5

6

7

II

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

151 X

X

X

X

X

-(1) X

X

(x means that the vowel occurs in at least one language
of the group.)

3.3.

In Table 4. only three groups (4. 6. and 7) show no evidence of

any of the four vowels.

Group

6. which has no nasalized vowels at

all, is obviously irrelevant to the discussion. This leaves only
Group 4 (Volta-Como~) and Group 7 (Confluence/Niger-Kaduna). which
are the two groups upon which Hyman's argument chiefly rests.

When

they are compared with the other eight groups which have some or all
of lei. 15/. le/. /0/. it appears that the non-occurrence of any of the
four vowels is an idiosyncratic fact of the two groups involved and not
a general feature of Kwa. It is therefore quite unnecessary to assume
any restrictions on the V2 of CV1 CV 2 stems in Proto-Kwa.

3.4.

Some explanation is. however. required for the relative intrequency

of /e/. /01 as compared with lEI. 15/. Here I accept the explanation
rejected by Hyman. that the absence ot [e] and [0] might be due to a
merger of these vowels with other nasalized vowels. in most cases [l] and
[5]--cf. Ansre [1961:82] on !!''ve: "Westermann says that all vowels can
be nasalized, but gives no example of */o/ ••• The present author's finding,
however. is that *[e] and *[0] do not occur.

[e] and [0] tend to become

[ll and [5] when nasalized."
Extremely strong evidence for this analysis comes from Elugbe's
study of fka [1969].

He shows that lka has Ehonetic [E] and [5] which

have to be interpreted as phonemic le/ and /0/ because ot vowel harmony.
The oral vowels fall into two sets as tollows:
Set 1

e

Set 2

u

I

u

0

a

0
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The two vowels

lei

and

Ial

are partially neutral in that they can occur

with vowels of the opposite set.
occurs with set 2 ([lka]

lek~1

101

I~I
larn~lrn!JI

leI

'hand') and an allophone of

latul

it co-occurs with set 1 ([ttu]
phonemically leI and
set 1 and not set 2:

[e] is an allophone of
'beard').

when it co-

lal

when

[el and [5] are

because they require harmonizing vowels from

'do'

[me] or [me ]

'I did it'

[anini]

Igol

''buy'

[g5]

leg~lrn!JI

'I bought it'

[ag5ni ]

I

a-

Here the harmonizing prefix is

(set 1) and not

a-

(set 2); contrast:

'I dreamt it'

Similarly, the vowel of the suffix

appears in its [e] allophone

-rna

because it is co-occurring with set 1 vowels.
that it would be very awkward to have
language. )
It is therefore obvious that in
from a lowering of

/el

and /0/.

Ikwerre which apparently have

4.

lei

~ka

(A further argument is

when there is no

le/

in the

phonetic [E] and [5] result

Compare the situation in Ogbah and

/el

(phonetically [e]) and 10/ but no 15/. 12

"Proto-Kwa"
Hyman [1972:171] suggests that "Proto-Kwa word structure was *(C)V-CVCV

for nouns and *CVCV for verbs. where the final vowel may have been a
suffix in both cases."

But later (p. 187) Hyman cites some "Proto-Kwa"

reconstructions which include

*b~

'hand' and *de

the first he adds a note that the probable form is

'to look at'.

For

*bok, comparing Efik

ub~k

and Proto-Bantu *boko.

For the second he compares Proto-Bamileke

*deg

'to look at' but does not suggest a final consonant in Kwa; if

is considered Kwa, however, it provides a cognate *dlkl

or

*dlgl

~J~

'to

look at', showing CVCV.

12Cf • footnote 7. I do not at present have any explanation for the
absence of [5]. The Lower Niger situation shows a curious reversal of the
normal one.
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If' Proto-Kwa roots are *-CVC(V), then they shoql.d be consistently
cited as such and not as *-CV.

It is true that *-ev is so cOllllllOn IUIIOng

Kwa languages that one of' the traditional def'ining characteristics of'
Kwa has been the following: "Most roots (Verb or Noun) are monosyllabic,
consisting in CV" (Westermann and Bryan [1952:91]).
CV ( *CNV

<*CVNV,

But clearly if'

then it is likely that other roots were of' the shape

*CVCV; this shape is normal in ~j~ (Williamson [1971:283]).
The further conclusion from this is that there is no distinction in
basic root shape between Kwa and Benue-Congo languages.

It has already

been generally accepted that the presence or absence of' noun classes is
not a criterion f'or distinguishing between Benue-Congo and Kwa languages.
(For Benue-Congo languages Which have lost their noun classes, see
Shimizu [1971] and De Wolf' [1971]; f'or Kwa languages which have retained
their noun classes, see e.g. Bunkowske [1971], Heine [1968], and Thomas
and Williamson [1967].) We have shown that neither is the criterion
considered in Hyman's conclusion (treatment of' nasalization) a valid
criterion for distinguishing Kwa from non-Kwa languages. The question
to be posed is theref'ore the following: is there any other criterion
which will distinguish between Kwa and Benue-Congo languages, or are
they rather to be regarded as a single branch of Niger_Congo?13

l3Cf • the doubts expressed by Clark [1971] about the usef'ulBess
of the label "Kwa".
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